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(ENGLISH SUMMARY)

Hostages in war zones, nuclear refugees from Fukushima and workers in precarious conditions are just a few examples of the many Japanese assigned personal responsibility for their situation by the word jikosekinin. The term – literally translated as “self-responsibility” – has become a keyword in contemporary Japanese society. But what does jikosekinin mean, and how was it established in the Japanese language? This study examines this multi-faceted
concept by combining methods of conceptual history and discourse analysis
with tools from the digital humanities. It traces the word back to its roots and
creates a model for different meanings of jikosekinin, through which various
discourses converge. Finally, the study investigates how the word is used today by analyzing almost 40,000 blog posts. This procedure allows the omnipresence of jikosekinin in everyday life to be broken down and this concept,
torn as it is between traditional moral values and the impacts of global neoliberalism, to be discussed.

1) INTRODUCTION
Around the year 2000, the word jikosekinin started to be called the “keyword
of the era” (TAKIKAWA 2001: 32) and was described as “circulating with terrifying momentum” (ISHIDA 2001: 46). In 2018, the whole Heisei period (1989–
2019) was described as a time when social problems such as poverty began to
be treated as personal problems by the discourse of jikosekinin (FUJII 2018: 70–
71). The Japanese discourse of jikosekinin even gained international attention
during the hostage crises of 2004 and 2015, when Japanese citizens abducted
in Middle Eastern war zones were harshly criticized for having failed to exercise jikosekinin (TAKIKAWA 2005: 61). Many Western newspapers explained this
attack with Orientalist narratives of hierarchy, though the word at the center
of debate – jikosekinin – had just emerged fairly recently (INOUE 2007: 83).
1.1 PRIOR RESEARCH
While Japanese scholars began to point out the popularity of the word jikosekinin around the year 2000, it began to be increasingly problematized after the
hostage crisis of 2004. At first, it was journalists, critics and political scientists
who took up the discourse about the former hostages by referring to the buzz-
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word (MURAO 2004; DOSHISHA & ASANO 2005; IMAI 2005; KAYAMA 2005; TAKATŌ
et al. 2005; HOOK & TAKEDA 2007). In recent years, however, the social implications of a society based on the principle of self-responsibility have been questioned by political scientists, and jikosekinin appears to have become a signifier
for neoliberalism itself (e. g. UTSUNOMIYA 2014; WADA 2016; YOSHIZAKI 2014).
There are very different explanations for the prevalence of jikosekinin in the
Japanese language: Many attribute the spread of the concept to neoliberal reforms of the 1990s (e. g. INOUE 2007; WADA 2016). However, it has also been pointed out that self-responsibility was already a common concept in the social system of the Edo period (1603–1868) (KINOSHITA 2017). What is more, some studies
claim that the conceptualization of self-responsibility is fundamentally different in East Asian and Western countries (MADDUX & YUKI 2006; KAMBE 2007).
On the other hand, there are only a few studies acknowledging the ambiguity of the word jikosekinin. Takikawa Hirohide, a philosopher of law, points
out that various arguments were confused under the term jikosekinin during
the hostage crises in 2004 and 2015 due to its complex semantics (TAKIKAWA
2015: 2005). Matsuo Tadasu, an economics philosopher, states that there are
two different concepts overlapping in the word sekinin (responsibility) today.
The first is “responsibility behind self-determination” (jikokettei no ura no sekinin). The second is “responsibility as a member of a group” (shūdan no membā
to shite no sekinin), a responsibility one bears due to a social role regardless of
one’s decisions (MATSUO 2016: 27). In English, the latter concept would rather
be translated as “obligation” or “duty” relating back to the pre-modern meaning of sekinin (GLUCK 2009: 86). In the course of this study, Matsuo’s theoretical
assumptions are tested empirically and integrated into a model for different
meanings of jikosekinin.
This study takes a comprehensive look at the concept of jikosekinin for the
first time based on an empirical analysis of actual usage cases of the word in
the past and present. Methodologically, it provides an innovative approach
for extending studies of conceptual history to the present by employing tools
from the digital humanities.
1.2 METHODS
From the research perspective of “conceptual history” (German: Begriffsgeschichte) (KOSELLECK 2006: 1972) this study first explores how the term jikosekinin developed in the Japanese language. Studies of conceptual history assume that historical changes in society can be seen through the temporal evolution of certain concepts. In recent years, research in conceptual history has
also been conducted in East Asian studies, particularly considering the transfer of concepts across borders (MEYER 2014; 2017).
Studies of conceptual history have been criticized for their selection of analyzed texts that tend to focus on literary examples rather than on everyday
language (REICHARDT 1982: 52). One reason for this could be the sheer number
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of usage examples in everyday language making it difficult to perform a
proper analysis (ZORN 1992: 76). Today, however, digital tools hold tremendous potential for big data text analysis. The latter half of this study presents
the results of such an analysis of 39,306 blog posts to clarify the daily use of
the term jikosekinin in everyday language.
The analysis is conducted by a tool called “TopicExplorer”, currently being developed at Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg. The TopicExplorer is based on the LDA topic model (BLEI et al. 2003). It distributes the
word tokens of all documents (in this case: blog posts) into a preset number
of groups, which can be interpreted as topics. A topic is visualized by the
words that appear most frequently in the group. The TopicExplorer features
several research functions to support the interpretability of topics (HINNEBURG
et al. 2012; HINNEBURG & OBERLÄNDER 2017). By extracting topics from the text
corpus, the TopicExplorer assists in identifying online discourses that employ
the word jikosekinin. Therefore, while the first half of the study focuses on the
concept of jikosekinin itself, the latter half analyzes the word in its discursive
setting, thereby shifting towards a discourse analytic research perspective.

2) ROOTS OF JIKOSEKININ
The Japanese term jikosekinin consists of the four Chinese characters 自 己 責
任. All of these can be traced back to Oracle Bone Scripts, appearing earlier
than 1000 BC (MIZUKAMI 1995: 83, 781, 1994, 2271).
The character 自 symbolizes a human nose and is thought to be used for
the meaning of “I”, because people point at their nose when referring to themselves (SHINCHŌSHA 2007: 1853). The character 己 symbolizes the end of a long
thread, and as such stands for a “beginning” and also for “I” (MIZUKAMI 1995:
781). The character 責 consists of two parts: 朿 (thorn) and 貝 (payment).
While some assume that the meaning is composed of both parts and describe
it as “to torture as if stinging with thorns because of a loan” (TŌDŌ 1978: 1253),
others assume that 朿 (thorn) only refers to the pronounciation of the character meaning simply “tribute” (MIZUKAMI 1995: 1234; SHIRAKAWA 2004: 525). The
character 任 consists of the parts 人 (person) and壬 (carrying a weight) and
therefore stands for a person carrying a weight (MOROHASHI et al. 1989/1990:
169). It is mostly used for “office” (GLUCK 2009: 86)
The compound自己 (self) originated in Chinese and was probably transferred to Japanese in the Kamakura period (1185–1333) (JIN 2014). It tends to
appear in compound words (MURATA 2017). The compound sekinin 責任 also
originated in Chinese and came to Japan during the Kamakura period, probably with the introduction of Zen Buddhism (TANEMURA 2013: 136), though it
was seldom used before the Meiji period (1868–1912) (MATSUI 2002: 30). In the
late 19th century, sekinin became a popular word in Japanese translations of
Western literature, particularly in legal texts (SATO 1986: 194). With the spread
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of the word, its meaning has expanded drastically: While before the 19th century sekinin meant “fulfilling duties assigned to one’s status” (TANEMURA 2013:
147), sekinin later came to be used as a translation for a variety of foreign
words, including “liability”, “responsibility” as well as the German words
Schuld (fault, guilt) and Zurechnung (accountability) (MATSUI 2002; TAKIGAWA
2003: 16). In 1907, Japanese scholars already noted that the word sekinin had
very different meanings (WATANABE 1907: 693), and it has remained ambiguous until today (TAKIGAWA 2003: 16; GLUCK 2009).
2.1 THE FORMATION OF JIKOSEKININ
The compound noun jikosekinin already appeared in the early 20th century. A
search of the Newspaper Clippings Collection of the Kobe University Library
found 19 articles containing the word jikosekinin between 1912 and 1943 (as of
November 27, 2019). In addition, among articles in the Asahi Shinbun’s database of the Kikuzō II Visual, early articles containing the compound noun
appear already in 1898 and 1912. The texts suggest that jikosekinin was established in Japanese via at least two different routes.
On the one hand, jikosekinin seems to have been formed occasionally in
newspaper articles, combining jiko with the older meaning of sekinin and
thereby referring to the duties of a group of people, mentioned before. For
example, in 1898 one author criticizes the government for not commenting on
an intensely debated parliamentary request to disclose the reason for returning the Liaodong Peninsula, after the 1895 Triple Intervention. The author
writes, the cabinet members “did not mention a word about the major event
in the realm of their own duty” (jikosekinin-nai no dai-jiken) (Tōkyō Asahi Shinbun 1898/06/01). Another example is a newspaper article in 1912 about the
duties of soldiers at home, in which the author exclaims, “Do they not know
their place of duty?” (jikosekinin no aru tokoro) (Shin Aichi 1912/05/20). In both
cases, the compound noun jikosekinin seems to be formed occasionally by
omitting the case particle of longer expressions like jiko no sekinin – a trend
which is often observed in Japanese newspaper articles (ISHII 2013: 147).
On the other hand, jikosekinin has also frequently appeared in translations of
the German word “Selbstverantwortung” since the 1920s (FÖRSTER & MURAKAMI
1924: 517; HOLL & SATŌ 1928: 27–28). Here, jikosekinin stands for the responsibility one bears for self-determined actions – a different concept from the duties
mentioned above. In 1934, Heibonsha’s “Large Dictionary” featured a paragraph about the “principle of self-responsibility” (jikosekinin no gensoku).
[…] the individual must be liable for their own harmful actions, but only in cases
where this action is deliberate, based on their own intent or negligence.
Kojin wa jiko no kagai kōi ni taishite sekinin o owazaru o enai ga, sono jiko no kōi mo jiko
no ishi katsudō ni yoru mono, sunawachi jiko no koi mata wa kashitsu ni motodzuku mono
ni kagiru […]
(HEIBONSHA 1934: 387)
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In this case, jikosekinin no longer refers to a personal duty. Instead, it requires
a free will and the deliberate determination of the subject taking responsibility.
In the 1940s, the word jikosekinin was also used in Japanese translations of
Nazi propaganda texts for the German words “Selbstverantwortung” and
“Selbstverantwortlichkeit”. For example, one newspaper article praises the
“Self-responsibility and free choice of entrepreneurs” (kigyōsha no jikosekinin
to jiyū-na ketteiryoku) (Tōkyō Nichinichi Shinbun 1941/10/23). Naturally, the
so-called “free choice” of entrepreneurs in Nazi Germany was in reality restricted (TOOZE 2008: 646), but the concept translated as jikosekinin again referred to a proclaimed self-determination.
In conclusion, it can be assumed that jikosekinin appeared in the Japanese
language via two processes: First, it was formed within Japanese texts, such
as newspaper articles, referring to personal duties – the older meaning of sekinin. On the other hand, it was also introduced as a new word for translating
the German expressions “Selbstverantwortung” or “Selbstverantwortlichkeit”. In these cases, jikosekinin stood for the concept of bearing the consequences for self-determined actions. These two meanings correspond closely
with the two concepts Matsuo describes as “responsibility as a member of a
group” and “responsibility behind self-determination” (MATSUO 2016: 27). In
this way, one can already observe the different meanings have converged in
the word jikosekinin since its first appearances at the beginning of the 20th century.
2.2 MODEL FOR THE MEANINGS OF JIKOSEKININ
To investigate how the impact of jikosekinin changed over time, it is
necessary to construct a framework for its meanings. As the historic
analysis showed, the word sekinin in particular acquired various meanings
during the translation process of Western texts. Therefore, the model
proposed in this study combines Matsuo’s distinction mentioned above
with Takikawa’s classification of sekinin (TAKIKAWA 2003; 2005: 73). Takikawa
distinguishes three different discourses under the term jikosekinin during
the hostage crisis in 2004:
A) Discourse of obligation: The actor has to pay sufficient attention before the
act
B) Discourse of liability: The actor has to bear the consequences of the act
himself
C) Discourse of causation: The cause of the event lies with the actor himself
(TAKIKAWA 2005: 73)
All these claims (A/B/C) were expressed with the same word jikosekinin
during the hostage crisis, but they are of separate content. The claim that
the three Japanese did not fulfill their obligation to pay enough attention
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before going to the war zone of Iraq (A), the claim that they had to pay for
their own ransom or even deserved to be murdered (B) and the claim that
it was their own fault they were taken hostage (C) have very different
impacts. One might argue that the three Japanese should not have gone to
Iraq (A), but still consider the Japanese government liable for its citizens (B)
and argue that the main cause for the hostage taking were the perpetrators
(C). Or one might think that the three Japanese had the right to go to Iraq
(pursuing humanitarian and journalistic goals) (A), but still argue they
were going there at their own risk and therefore had to bear the consequences of their actions themselves (B).
While Takikawa’s distinction between obligation, liability and causation is
necessary to clarify the point in time for claiming responsibility, Matsuo’s distinction sets the normative frameworks in which the subject of responsibility
is located. Shifting the focus towards the subject of responsibility, one could
rephrase Matsuo’s “responsibility as a member of a group” as the “responsibility of a group member” and Matsuo’s “responsibility behind self-determination” as “responsibility of a self-determined individual”. Figure 1 combines
Takikawa’s (obligation/liability/causation) and Matsuo’s (group member/selfdetermined individual) distinctions.
Figure 1: The meanings of jikosekinin

In short, the discourse of the responsibility of a group member on the left
side says: “You must fulfill your obligations (1A), otherwise you are guilty
of violation (1C) and must face sanctions (1B)”. The discourse of the
responsibility of a self-determined individual says: “You decide your
actions yourself (2A), if something goes wrong it is your own fault (2C) and
you have to bear the consequences (2B)”. Particularly the difference on the
level of liability is notable: While a self-determined individual can fulfil
liability by compensating for a bad result– e. g. by reimbursing costs (2B) –
a group member faces a punishment or sanctions (1B) if it violates an
obligation. Matsuo refers to the ritual suicide of warriors in the past as an
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example for taking over responsibility through self-sanctioning (1B) rather
than compensating (MATSUO 2016: 39).
Naturally, these theories about responsibility are very simplified. The distinctions in Figure 1 build a framework for interpreting the meanings of jikosekinin – based on the introduction of the word into Japanese – and not an
exhaustive model for the concept of responsibility itself. In common language
use, the meaning of jikosekinin often stays undefined and cannot always be
clearly classified into one of the six meanings above. However, the following
empirical study shows that all these meanings can be found in the everyday
use of the word jikosekinin in Japanese, making the discourse of jikosekinin ambiguous and thus difficult to criticize.

3) SPREAD OF JIKOSEKININ
In order to analyze the spread of jikosekinin up to the present day, a full-text
search on the term jikosekinin was performed in the online databases of the
Asahi Shinbun, Yomiuri Shinbun, Nikkei Shinbun, and Mainichi Shinbun.
Figure 2 shows the number of articles for which jikosekinin is detected each
year, starting from 1982, when full-text search became available for the archives.
Figure 2: Number of appearances of jikosekinin in newspaper articles

The use of jikosekinin in newspaper articles surged for the first time noticeably
in 1991. This was due to a scandal of illegal compensation payments made by
securities companies to major stockholders, which was widely discussed in
the media (TANEMURA 2005).
Between 1997 and 2002, the number of occurrences of jikosekinin is very
high in all four newspapers. The main reason for the increase seems to have
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been the “Japanese Big Bang” (Nihon-gata bigguban), a series of reforms liberalizing Japan’s financial system from 1996 to 2001. Jikosekinin in these articles
mostly expresses a personal liability (2B in Figure 1) due to a self-determined
decision to make an investment, as in the following example:
High attention is required from savers and investors in the age of a flourishing
supply of financial products, because as “financial consumers” they now have to
see through the properties and risks of the products and have to select the products that are most suitable for their own life planning at their own liability.
Kin’yū shōhin no hyakka-ryōran jidai no yokinsha ya tōshika ni wa, shōhin no seikaku to
risuku to o mikiwamenagara, jikosekinin de jibun no seikatsu sekkei ni mottomo fusawashii
shōhin o erabu ‘kin’yū shōhisha’ toshite no kibishii me ga motomerareru.
(Yomiuri Shinbun 1999/07/01)

In this article, the word jikosekinin refers to bearing the consequences for investments (2B), similar to the articles of 1991. However, it is notable that in the
article of 1999 the subjects of liability are not only major stockholders, just as
in 1991, but also “savers” and “investors” – in many cases individuals who
may have difficulties in obtaining transparent information about investment
risks.
In 2004, the number of occurrences of jikosekinin in the Asahi Shinbun,
Yomiuri Shinbun and Mainichi Shinbun reached its peak, undoubtedly because of the debate about the hostage crisis. The following examples show
that jikosekinin was used for various meanings at the time.
1) Their reckless and irresponsible behavior, which lacked any awareness of personal obligation, has put an unnecessary and huge burden onto the government
and its related agencies. (translated from INOUE 2007, 83)
Jikosekinin no jikaku o kaita, mubō katsu musekinin-na kōdō ga, seifu ya kankei kikan
nado ni, ōki-na muyō no futan o kakete iru. Shinkoku ni hansei subeki mondai de aru.
(Yomiuri Shinbun 2004/04/13a)
2) “In areas outside of Japanese sovereignty, the possibilities of protection (of Japanese) are of course limited. I want them to be aware of the principle of personal liability.”
‘Nihon no shuken ga oyobanai tokoro dewa, (Nihonjin no) hogo ni genkai ga aru no wa
tōzen da. Jikosekinin no gensoku o jikaku shite hoshii.’
(Yomiuri Shinbun 2004/04/13b)
3) Dangerous Region also Self-Responsibility / Koike, Minister of Environment
“Aren’t they [the three hostages] careless? There is also personal fault in many
respects if you travel purposely to a place that is generally described as dangerous.”
Kiken chiiki, jikosekinin mo/Koike-kankyō-shō
‘Mubō dewa nai ka. Ippan-teki ni abunai to iwarete iru tokoro ni aete iku no wa
jibunjishin no sekinin no bubun ga ōi.’
(Yomiuri Shinbun 2004/04/09)

Quote 1 is taken from an editorial in the Yomiuri Shinbun. This use of jikosekinin could be re-phrased as personal “obligation” (1A), because it criticizes
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the attitude of the three Japanese before they were taken hostage. It argues
inside the framework of the duties of a group member; one who should not
cause trouble for others.
Quote 2 is a statement from the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Takeuchi
Yukio, referring to the limited possibilities of government protection for Japanese citizens abroad. In this context, jikosekinin questions the liability for the
outcome – which, Takeuchi argues, lies with the hostages, because they left
the area of Japanese sovereignty at their own risk (2B).
Quote 3 exhibits a typical example of the formation of a four character
word in newspaper articles. In the article, Minister Koike is quoted, but
she uses the expression jibunjishin no sekinin – referring to the “personal
fault” of the hostages for their “careless” action (1C or 2C). However, in
the title, probably because of space restrictions, her statement is abbreviated to jikosekinin (self-responsibility), this way opening it up to other
interpretations, like “personal liability” (2B) or “deserved punishment”
(1B). Thus, jikosekinin allows discourses of sanction and compensation to
converge and blur the borders between social obligations and self-determination.
In fact, the ambiguity of jikosekinin seems to have been one reason for
the immense dynamic of the discourse in 2004. If the usage of jikosekinin had
been narrowed down to the distinct meanings displayed in figure 1,
political statements would have been scattered and probably received far
less response. “Strategic ambiguity” (EISENBERG 1984) is a powerful rhetorical tool, which allows “divergent interpretations to coexist and enables
diverse groups to pursue what may be conflicting goals.” (LEITCH &
DAVENPORT 2007: 6). It was pointed out that the Koizumi administration
intendedly engaged in the discourse of jikosekinin (HOOK & TAKEDA 2007)
and profited from the evolving dynamic, which prevented the public from
re-questioning the dispatch of the Japanese Self-Defense-Forces to Iraq
(KAMBE 2007: 41–42).

4) CURRENT USE OF JIKOSEKININ
The fourth chapter explores how the term jikosekinin is used today. It
analyzes a text corpus of 39,306 documents, composed of all blog posts
from November 26, 2014 to April 6, 2017 indexed by the blog search engine
kizasi.jp, and which include the term jikosekinin (自己責任). The number of
topics was set to 100. Accordingly, the TopicExplorer distributed the words
of all articles into 100 groups or “topics”. For a better overview, the 100
topics were summarized into 27 clusters in figure 3, using the clustering
function of the TopicExplorer, which combines adjoining topics. Each
cluster is visualized by a list of its most frequent words and an English title
added afterwards by the author.
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Figure 3: Topics of the 39,306 blog posts containing jikosekinin

As the table shows, blog posts containing the term jikosekinin are from a wide
variety of topics. While it was expected that the blog posts exhibit discussions
about the hostage crisis or the welfare system, there are also unexpected topics, e. g. about “allergies” and “horse racing” which are not commonly associated with jikosekinin. A look into the documents linked to each topic helps to
discern what kind of texts these topics consist of and reveals many texts, like
the following:
Regarding allergies, there is a large difference in body constitution and there is
unsecured information as well, so please use this information at your own risk
(Arerugī ni kanshite wa taishitsu no sa mo ōkiku, fu-kakutei-na jōhō mo arimasu node,
jōhō no katsuyō ni atatte wa jikosekinin de onegai itashimasu) (#56104, Allergies
cluster)
Please make all investments at your own risk!!! (Tōshi wa, subete jikosekinin de onegaishimasu!!!) (# 45856, Stock Cluster)
Please purchase at your own risk (Kōnyū wa jikosekinin de yoroshiku onegaishimasu)
(# 3279161, Horse Racing Cluster)

In the above examples, jikosekinin can always be translated as “at your
own risk”, referring to the liability (2B) deriving from a self-determined
choice. Overall, examples of jikosekinin that express the meaning of 2B are
overwhelmingly common throughout the corpus. Some bloggers regularly
post articles which include a disclaimer stating the reader’s liability in
every article. In this way, a disproportionately large number of articles
from the same blog are extracted into the corpus. A filtering of blogs with
over 50 articles and blog posts containing a common disclaimer phrase
showed that about 30 % of all documents were made of blogs using
disclaimers. After filtering these, a second analysis was conducted on the
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subcorpus of the remaining 26,939 documents, this time setting the
number of topics to 60.
Then, five topics were seFigure 4: Five topics for closer analysis
lected for a closer study, based
on their stability throughout
all modelling processes and
their relatively homogenous
content (Figure 4). The following five text samples show exemplary usages of jikosekinin in
the five topics.
1) The simpler things are, the better. Complicated matters are troublesome. Not
having a job, being poor, being unpopular – that is your own fault. Social inequality is self-evident – this one sentence, which Koizumi has repeated over and
over, has become the new “value concept” of the Japanese.
Monogoto wa tanjun de areba aru hodo ii. Ko-muzukashii rikutsu wa uttōshii. Shigoto
ga nai no mo, binbō-na no mo, motenai no mo jikosekinin. Kakusa wa atte atarimae ―
Koizumi-shi ga kurikaeshita ‘wanfurēzu’ ga, Nihonjin no arata-na ‘kachikan’ ni natte
shimatta no da.
(#3449605)
2) It is said that “voluntarily fled” equals “personal liability”, but it is not that we
simply fled on our own convenience. Our houses were contaminated, our
earth was contaminated, our water was contaminated. We wanted to protect
what is important to us, only because of this we decided to flee.
Jishuhinan ikōru jikosekinin to iwaremasu ga, watashi-tachi wa katte ni hinan shita
wake dewa arimasen. Katte ni ie o yogosare, daichi o yogosare, mizu o yogosaremashita.
Watashi-tachi wa daiji-na mono o mamoritai, tada sore dake no omoi de hinan o
kimemashita.
(#2854651)
3) If you really want to give priority to “being in love”, you should decide all by
yourself, because you want to marry a “loved one”, and only focus on the one
“person you love the most”. And even if this man turns out to be of no use, you
should educate him because he is your “loved one”.
‘Suki’ o dō shitemo yūsen shitai no de areba, ‘suki-na hito’ to kekkon o shitai no desu
kara, subete jikosekinin de, kakugo o kimete, ‘ichiban daisuki-na hito’ dake ni fōkasu
sareru to ii deshō ne. Kari ni dame-otoko-san de attemo, ‘suki-na hito’ desu kara, sodatete agete kudasai.
(#69467)
4) “Are they not guilty in the moment they left on their own? […] If you are a
reasonable person, don’t you think, “I cannot cause any discomfort to my surroundings” and avoid dangerous behavior on your own?
Katte ni tokō shita jiten de jikosekinin dewa nai no ka? to […] jōshiki-teki-na ningen
nara ‘shūi ni meiwaku o kakeru koto wa dekinai’ to kangae, jibun kara kiken-na kōdō wa
tsutsushimu mono na no dewa nai deshō ka.
(#3492993)
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5) “Not to travel to Korea” – that will save Japan. Going to Korea on a school trip
in high school is like traveling to be taken hostage. This is simply personal guilt.
This is where the fight begins. “Don’t travel to Korea. Don’t let others travel “we want to make that known to all Japanese, don’t we.
‘Kankoku ni ikanai’ kore ga Nihon o tasukeru. Kōkō no shūgakuryokō ni Kankoku nante
no wa hitojichi ni naru tame ni iku yō na mono de, kore wa mō jikosekinin. Koko kara
tatakai ga hajimaru. ‘Kankoku ni wa ikanai. Ikasenai’ zen-Nihonjin ni kakusan shitai
ne.
(#3517606)

The first example is taken from topic #25, which mostly consists of articles
critically debating the politics of the government led by the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) of Japan. In these articles, jikosekinin is used as a negative keyword of neoliberalism, reframing social issues as individual issues. The writer
implies that “not having a job, being poor, being unpopular” depends on a
variety of external factors rather than being simply “your own fault” (2C).
However, the word jikosekinin shifts the focus to individual behavior instead
of social and structural circumstances.
The second example appears in topic #20, which consists of blog posts
about the aftermath of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster. The article is
quoting a “voluntary evacuee” (jishu hinansha). This expression is used for
people who evacuated after the nuclear disaster, though not living in the mandatory evacuation zone declared by the government (and adjusted several
times). It is supposed, that in the year 2015 there are still about 13,000 families
of “voluntary evacuees”, whose reimbursements are far below those provided for the mandatory evacuees, leaving them with heavy financial burdens
(YOSHIDA 2016: 11–13). In the quote, jikosekinin refers to personal liability (2B)
because of a self-determined decision. The statement demonstrates how the
discourse of responsibility due to self-determination easily assigns a personal
liability (2B) because of an alleged free choice. The argument of jikosekinin
suggests that the families self-determinedly decided to evacuate and therefore must bear the consequences, but it omits the major external factor of the
nuclear contamination danger – which puts the assumption of a self-determined and free decision into question.
The third example appears in topic #41, which consists of articles related
to dating. While in the two topics above, jikosekinin is mostly used as a
negative keyword, in topic #41 jikosekinin is used affirmatively. Among the
bloggers, there are many marriage counselors, who use the word jikosekinin
to encourage clients to take initiative on their own. The text example also
stems from the blog of a marriage counselor and clearly refers to selfdetermination (2A). The claim to “raise” the partner, should he turn out to
be no good, can be interpreted as bearing the consequences for one’s own
decision.
The fourth example appears in topic #46, which consists of articles about
the hostage crisis in 2015. This example shows how various meanings of jiko-
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sekinin are mixed up in the arguments. The writer asked, “Are they not guilty
in the moment they left on their own?”, which seems to refer to a violation of
the duty (1C) not to cause discomforts as the writer describes later. Judging
from the discursive setting, this interpretation seems the most likely, but jikosekinin could also be translated as “Isn’t it their own fault […]?” or “Isn’t it at
their own risk […]?” referring to causation (2C) or personal liability (2B) due
to free choice. Topic #46 is one of the largest in the corpus, and the numerous
blog posts use jikosekinin in various ways – similarly to 2004 when the ambiguity of jikosekinin allowed different statements to converge within the same
keyword.
The fifth example is found in topic #4. This topic mainly consists of
articles expressing the views of the Japanese online right-wingers (netto
uyo). Many of the bloggers agitate against South Korea or Koreans living in
Japan, who are often targeted by Japanese online right-wingers (SAKAMOTO
2011). The blogger in the quoted post claims, that Japanese travelling to or
residing in Korea hindered the Japanese government to take agitative action
against Korea, because then Japanese residing in Korea would be taken
hostage. In his nationalistic view, travelling to Korea is not a matter of free
choice, whilst not travelling is an obligation of the Japanese nation. Therefore, jikosekinin in this case seems to imply the moral guilt (1C) of violating
one’s obligation.

5) CONCLUSION
The results can be summarized as below.
1) The term jikosekinin was established in two different ways: It was formed
inside Japanese texts by occasional contraction of longer expressions, and
it was used as a translation word for foreign concepts like the German
“Selbstverantwortlichkeit”.
2) Thus, jikosekinin now holds many different meanings, referring to “obligation”, “liability” and “causation” (TAKIKAWA 2005) as well as to the responsibilities of a group member and of self-determination (MATSUO 2016). The
model constructed in this study is helpful to distinguish between these
meanings as they can overlap in everyday language.
3) In the debates over the hostage cases in 2004 and 2015, the ambiguity of
jikosekinin allowed claims for personal liability due to free choice and
claims for sanctions, guilt and obligation converge. The ambiguity of the
term itself was one reason for the dynamic of the discourse evolving into
a storm of criticism targeted at the former hostages.
4) In recent years, jikosekinin has been used in a variety of topics in numerous
blog posts. The most common meaning seems to be the personal liability
due to self-determination (2B).
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5) Though the meaning of jikosekinin as responsibility due to self-determination seems prevalent today, the word is sometimes still used in the former
meaning for duties of a group member. Particularly posts by Japanese online right-wingers tend to imply this meaning when criticizing Japanese
for going abroad.
Blurring the borders between decision, liability and cause, jikosekinin is a very
powerful word for neoliberal arguments. If jikosekinin is ascribed to an individual, it suggests a self-determined decision, personal liability and personal
fault at the same time, thereby imposing a vast burden on the victim. It is
necessary to distinguish between the meanings of jikosekinin in order to clarify
the implicit claims and question the discourse of self-responsibility.
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